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ABSTRACT We report molecular dynamics simulations in the explicit membrane environment of a small membrane-embedded
protein, sarcolipin, which regulates the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca-ATPase activity in both cardiac and skeletal muscle. In its
monomeric form, we found that sarcolipin adopts a helical conformation, with a computed average tilt angle of 285 6 and azy-
muthal angles of 66 5 22, in reasonable accord with angles determined experimentally (23 5 2 and 50 5 4, respectively)
using solid-state NMR with separated-local-ﬁeld experiments. The effects of time and spatial averaging on both 15N chemical
shift anisotropy and 1H/15N dipolar couplings have been analyzed using short-time averages of fast amide out-of-plane motions
and following principal component dynamic trajectories. We found that it is possible to reproduce the regular oscillatory patterns
observed for the anisotropic NMR parameters (i.e., PISA wheels) employing average amide vectors. This work highlights the role
of molecular dynamics simulations as a tool for the analysis and interpretation of solid-state NMR data.INTRODUCTION
Membrane proteins constitute ~15%–30% of all genomes (1)
and play an important role in many processes such as signal
transduction, ion conduction, and transport of small molecules
and proteins. To date, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains
<200 unique membrane protein structures, compared with
>36,000 structures of soluble proteins (2). The disproportion-
ally small number of membrane protein structures in the PDB
is a result of several experimental challenges that hinder
membrane protein structural characterization using x-ray
crystallography and conventional solution-NMR techniques.
These challenges include 1), poor recombinant expression
systems; 2), difficulties in obtaining well-diffracting crystals
for x-ray; and 3), the large size of protein/lipid complexes.
Careful reconstitution of membrane proteins in detergent
micelles often results in well-behaving samples suitable for
solution-NMR analysis using TROSY-based techniques (3).
Several outstanding examples have been reported in the liter-
ature and reviewed (4). Many detergents can interfere with
membrane protein function, but there are examples where
membrane proteins and enzymes are still functional under
detergent solubilization, allowing for the characterization of
protein native states and protein-protein interactions (5–8).
However, detergent micelles represent only a rough approxi-
mation of membranes and fall short in reproducing character-
istics of membrane bilayers such as lipid-water interface,
fluidity, dynamics, and curvature.
Together with x-ray crystallography, solution NMR, and
cryoelectron microscopy, solid-state NMR is becoming
another high-resolution method for structure determination
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to membrane proteins reconstituted in lipid membranes, as
the spectral resolution does not suffer as a result of the large
size of membrane protein/lipid complexes. There are two
major solid-state NMR approaches for determining the struc-
ture of membrane proteins: 1), magic-angle spinning NMR,
using membrane proteins reconstituted in lipid vesicles; and
2), oriented solid-state NMR, using mechanically or magnet-
ically oriented bilayer systems. Both methods can give site-
specific resolution of protein resonances. Although the
former can give high-resolution information also on the
side-chain conformations, the latter has the advantage of
simultaneously providing structure and topology of
membrane proteins reconstituted in lipid bilayers (9,15).
For oriented solid-state NMR, membrane proteins are
reconstituted either on mechanically aligned glass plates or
in magnetically aligned bicelle samples. 15N and 13C labeled
sites in the protein backbone are used as reporters of orienta-
tionally dependent chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and
dipolar couplings (DC). Recent successes in the application
of these approaches include membrane active peptides (16),
single-pass membrane proteins (17–20), membrane protein
oligomers (21,22), and multispan membrane proteins
(23,24). A similar approach has been pioneered by Killian
and co-workers using orientationally dependent quadrupolar
couplings measured on selectively 2H-labeled Ala residues
along the peptide sequence (the so-called GALA (geometric
analysis of labeled alanines) method) (25), whereas Ulrich
and co-workers utilize nonperturbing 19F substitutions along
peptides or protein side chains to obtain 19F CSA (26,27).
A unifying element for all of these anisotropic properties
is the wavelike patterns that they possess as a function of
the residue number. These waves are two-dimensional
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.02.025
MD Simulation of Sarcolipin 3649projections of the protein’s three-dimensional structure and
orientation with respect to the lipid bilayers and can be con-
verted into structural and topological restraints for structure
determination (28–32).
As with all NMR parameters, these anisotropic chemical
shifts and dipolar couplings are time-averaged properties
and their values can be affected by protein internal dynamics.
Although the dynamic effects are being analyzed and inter-
preted for residual CSA and DC measured in weakly aligned
biomolecules (33–43), they have not been fully rationalized
for membrane proteins in strongly aligned systems, with
only a handful of studies carried out (44–46).
According to two recent studies (47,48), scaling of quad-
rupolar couplings due to side-chain dynamics results in
underestimation of the tilt angle of helical membrane
peptides embedded in lipid membranes. Specifically, after
analyzing molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories, it was
concluded that there was a 30 discrepancy between the
calculated and the experimental tilt angles. Both groups sug-
gested that 15N data obtained from separated-local-field
experiments would give a more faithful estimation of both
the tilt and azimuthal rotation angles of membrane proteins
in lipid bilayers (47,48). A recent article by Koeppe and
co-workers reconciles the experimental topology derived
from both 15N CSA and DC with that of the GALA method
(49), highlighting the precision of both approaches in deter-
mining the membrane protein topology. This contrasts with
work carried out by Watts and co-workers (45,46), who
found that fast structural fluctuations (rotation, librations,
etc.) that occur in transmembrane peptides affect the appear-
ance of the wavelike patterns (or polarization index slant
angle (PISA) wheels) derived from the separated-local-field
experiments, jeopardizing both the assignment and interpre-
tation of experimental data and raising more questions
regarding the role of the dynamics (45).To what extent do
protein dynamics affect CSA, DC, and the wavelike pattern
on aligned systems? Is this effect common to all proteins?
Can MD calculations assist the resonance assignment
process? To answer these questions, we have carried out
molecular dynamics simulations on monomeric sarcolipin
(SLN), which we have characterized extensively using
both solution NMR in micelles and solid-state NMR in lipid
bilayers (7,17,50–52). SLN is a 31-amino-acid, single-pass
membrane protein that regulates the sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ca2þ-ATPase (SERCA) in both fast- and slow-twitch muscle
fibers by lowering the apparent affinity of SERCA for Ca2þ
in a manner similar to phospholamban (53,54). The struc-
tures determined by solution NMR data in sodium dodecyl
sulfate and dodecylphosphocholine micelles (7,52) show
that SLN comprises four different domains: a short unstruc-
tured N-terminus (residues 1–6), a short helical domain Ib
(residues 7–15), a more dynamic helical domain II (residues
16–26) and the unstructured C-terminus (residues 27–31)
(Fig. 1). Solid-state NMR polarization inversion spin
exchange at magic angle (PISEMA) experiments (55) carriedout on selective labeled SLN reconstituted in mechanically
aligned lipid bilayers show a well defined PISA wheel.
Using a static model with an ideal helix to fit the experi-
mental PISA wheel pattern, it was determined that mono-
meric SLN adopts a tilt angle of ~23  2 with respect to
the membrane normal (17). Starting from the structure deter-
mined in detergent micelles, we carried out MD simulations
of monomeric SLN in pure 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine (DOPC) lipid bilayers and compared the calcu-
lated topology with that derived from solid-state NMR
experiments (PISA wheel). Specifically, we analyzed the
time evolution of the tilt and azimuthal rotation angle of
SLN during 150 ns of molecular dynamics simulations The
NMR parameters back-calculated from molecular dynamics
trajectories are in agreement with those measured using
solid-state NMR spectroscopy (separated-local-field experi-
ments).
THEORY AND METHODS
Initial setup
The starting structure of SLN was selected from the conformational
ensemble derived from a solution NMR study (PDB code: 1jdm) (52).
The protein was treated as a rigid body and equilibrated into a hydrophobic
slab of adjustable thickness. The initial orientation of SLN was obtained
from the OPM (orientations of proteins in membrane) database (56). The
depth of insertion of the transmembrane residues and the orientation of
the protein were determined by minimizing the free energy of transfer
from water to lipids (56). The initial tilt angle obtained with this method
was 1  7. Subsequently, SLN was embedded in an implicit membrane
using the generalized Born model with simple switching function
(GBSW) (57), where the anisotropic membrane environment was modeled
by different dielectric constants. The bilayer hydrocarbon core was repre-
sented by a low dielectric region (3 ¼ 2, thickness ~30 A˚). The bulk water
region was approximated by 3 ¼ 80 and the interface region (a 2.5-A˚ slab)
had a dielectric constant between those of the water and the hydrocarbon
core. This was accomplished by using a simple switching function. The total
membrane thickness was set to 35 A˚, a value experimentally determined for
the La phase (58,59). Molecular dynamics simulations were performed for
2 ns at a temperature of 298 K. The resulting tilt angle of SLN was 17  6.
This configuration was saved for subsequent MD simulations in explicit
DOPC lipid bilayers. The calculations with explicit bilayers were performed
using the program CHARMM, Version 33a2 (60), utilizing the PARAM27
force field with the CMAP correction (61–63).
To build the DOPC bilayer, we used a protocol developed by Woolf and
Roux (64,65). The lipid headgroups were initially represented by effective
Lennard Jones spheres and were placed at þ17.5 A˚ and 17.5 A˚ along
the z direction (66,67) with respect to the center of the bilayer to mimic
a membrane thickness of 35 A˚. After energy minimization, the Lennard-
Jones spheres were replaced by prehydrated DOPC molecules taken from
the CHARMM library. Lipid rotation and translation were successively
FIGURE 1 SLN primary sequence and definition of dynamic domains
according to Buffy and co-workers (7).Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
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close contacts. Then, two preequilibrated hexagonal water boxes were
placed at the top and the bottom of the lipid membrane containing SLN to
obtain the desired level of hydration of the lipids. Successive minimization
using steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson methods was applied to mini-
mize the initial configuration of the SLN/DOPC system. The cross-sectional
area of one DOPC phospholipid was 74 A˚2. The entire bilayer system was
constructed using 27 DOPC molecules for the top and the bottom layer, re-
sulting in a total of 54 DOPC molecules in the xy (membrane) plane. Hexag-
onal periodic boundary conditions were used with a unit cell of 50 A˚ 
50 A˚  80 A˚. The final system consists of a total of 18,090 atoms, including
549 atoms from SLN, 7452 atoms from the 54 DOPC lipids, 10,080 atoms
from 3360 waters using the three-point-charge TIP3P model (68) and
counter anions, which were added to neutralize the system and achieve an
ionic strength near physiological conditions. To gradually relax the protein,
harmonic restraints on the backbone and side chains of SLN were added and
then slowly removed during the initial energy minimization and the early
equilibration period using Langevin molecular dynamics. The SHAKE algo-
rithm was applied to constrain the distances of all covalent bonds involving
hydrogen atoms (69). This allowed us to use an integration time step of 2 fs.
To compute the nonbonded interactions, the van der Waals terms were eval-
uated using an atom-based cutoff scheme feathered to zero between 10 and
16 A˚ with a switching function. The particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method
was used for the Coulomb terms, avoiding truncation of the long-range elec-
trostatic interactions (70–72). We used a charge mesh of 48*48*81 grid
points, at a spacing of ~1 A˚, along with the Ewald parameter, k ¼ 0.34
A˚1, and a direct interaction distance of 16 A˚. A constant temperature of
310 K was maintained using the Nose´-Hoover chain (73,74). Pressure was
kept constant at 1 atm along the z direction by Langevin piston Nose´-Hoover
(75,76) with the xy area fixed. To prevent translational drift of the protein,
a cylindrical potential function was applied on SLN heavy atoms to remove
the center-of-mass dynamics along the z axis for the first 4 ns. In addition,
a planar potential function was applied on DOPC lipid headgroups to prevent
the translational drift of the bilayer and at the same time keep the center of
mass of lipids close to the xy plane. After 4 ns of MD simulation, all the
constraints were removed and the system was further simulated up to a total
of 150 ns. The first 10 ns were discarded and the last 140 ns were selected for
the final analysis. The simulations and analyses were carried out on the SGI
(Sunnyvale, CA) Altix Cluster at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute.
Analysis of fast motion (picoseconds
to nanoseconds)
The generalized order parameter S2 was calculated using the long-time tail of
the second-order Legendre function of the correlation function for each NH
vector ðv.Þ of the protein backbone,
S2 ¼ lim
t/N
C2ðtÞ;
where
C2ðtÞ ¼ hP2ðv.ðtÞ$v.ðt þ tÞÞit:
P2ðxÞ ¼ 12ð3x2  1Þ is the second-order Legendre polynomial. The angular
brackets represent the ensemble average over the MD trajectories. The
unit vectors v.ðtÞ and v.ðt þ tÞ describe the orientation of NH bond vectors
at time t and t þ t with respect to a fixed reference frame. The reference
frame is constructed by removing the translational and rotational motion
in the MD trajectory by least root-mean-square (RMS) fitting of the back-
bone atoms onto the starting structure, which was performed using the
ANALYSIS module of the CHARMM package (60).
Experimental spin relaxation data (R1, R2, and heteronuclear nuclear
Overhauser effects) were taken from our previous work on SLN reconsti-
tuted in dodecylphosphocholine micelles (7). The data were analyzed using
the model-free approach, according to the Lipari-Szabo formalism (77). The
simulations were carried out using MODELFREE software package inter-
faced with FastModelFREE (78). Model selection was performed by theBiophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662fastModelFree software according to the method proposed by Mandel
et al. (79). An axially symmetric diffusion model was able to fit the relaxa-
tion data for all of the protein amide sites. There was no difference between
the order parameters obtained from the axially symmetric diffusion model
and those from the isotropic overall diffusion model (data not shown).
Essential dynamics using principal component
analysis
To extract the large amplitude motions of SLN during the MD simulations
and project their effects on the PISEMA spectra, the molecular dynamics
trajectories were analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA).
PCA is a powerful method for extracting large-scale, low-frequency motions
from MD trajectories (80,81). PCA is based on the diagonalization of
a covariance matrix C, which contains the atomic fluctuation around the
average atomic positions.
Cij ¼
D
riðtÞ  rmi

rjðtÞ  rmj
E
Here, Cij represents an element in covariance matrix C, ri is the position for
atom i, and rmi is the mean position. To focus on the intrinsic dynamics of
protein SLN, translational and rotational motions are removed by superim-
posing each structure to the reference configuration by means of least-RMS
deviation (RMSD) before analysis. We obtain a set of eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenvectors by diagonalizing C. The eigenvectors corre-
spond to the quasiharmonic motions of individual modes and the eigen-
values represent the mean square fluctuations along the eigenvectors. The
eigenvalues are usually selected based on their amplitude and referred to
as principal components (PCs). The first (lowest) eigenvalue corresponds
to the largest fluctuation of the system along the first eigenvector. In fact,
the overall dynamic fluctuations of the protein can be described by just
a few ‘‘essential’’ eigenvalues with large amplitudes.
It is possible to project the structure on to an eigenvector using the
relationship
ql ¼ ðr.  hr.iÞ$h.l ;
where ql is the displacement of the structure along the lth eigenvector with
respect to the average structure, r. is the coordinate vector of a given struc-
ture, hr.i is the vector of the average structure, and h.l is the eigenvector. The
3-D structure corresponding to a displacement along a single eigenvector
can be calculated using
r. ¼ qlh.l þ hr.i:
This provides a way to visualize the quasiharmonic motions of a specific
mode, represented by the average structure. For PCA analysis of SLN, we
used the software Bio3d, which was developed for comparative analysis
of protein structures (82).
Back calculations of PISEMA spectra from
MD trajectories
The formalism developed by Cross and co-workers was used to calculate
PISEMA spectra (83). In PISEMA experiments, both chemical shift aniso-
tropy (CSA) and dipolar coupling (DC) tensors are measured at a fixed
orientation with respect to the direction of the static magnetic field B
.
0.
The CSA tensor is asymmetric and its principal axis frame (PAF) can be
described in terms of its principal components s.11;s
.
22; s
.
33 as follows:
PAF ¼ ðs.11; s.22; s.33Þ;
where diagonal elements are arranged such that s33 > s22 > s11. The scalar
value of the CSA tensor can be rewritten as a function of its principal compo-
nents as
MD Simulation of Sarcolipin 3651s ¼ s11ðB.0$s.11Þ2 þ s22ðB.0$s.22Þ2 þ s33ðB.0$s.33Þ2:
The DC tensor n is traceless and axially symmetric, with a unique rotation
axis ðu.Þ around the covalent NH bond, and can be expressed as
v ¼ vk
2

3ðB.0$u.Þ21

;
where nk is the value of the DC tensor when B
.
0 ¼ u., i.e., it occurs when the
NH bond vector is in line with the direction of the magnetic field. In the MD
trajectory, B
.
0 is set to a unit vector along the z axis that is parallel to the
membrane normal. If (x,y,z) are the coordinates for the unit vector B
.
0 in
the PAF, then DC and CSA can be expressed as:
s ¼ s11x2 þ s22y2 þ s33z2
v ¼ vk
2

3ðcos a sin b$x þ sin a sin b$y
þ cos b$zÞ21;
where u. is the direction of the unit NH bond vector, a is the polar angle
made by u. and the peptide plane, and b is the polar angle between u.
and s33. In the above equations, we have the relationships x
2 þ y2 þ z2 ¼
1 and vk ¼ Ag1g2=r3, where g1 and g2 are the gyromagnetic ratios of nuclei
1 and 2, r is the distance between the two atoms, and A is a constant equal to
m0h/2p, with m0 being the vacuum permeability and h being Planck’s
constant. Assuming a planar peptide structure, we have a ¼ 0 and b ¼
17, which is determined experimentally (84). The principal components
of the CSA tensor are obtained from the experimental PISEMA powder
pattern and assumed to be the same for all residues (s11 ¼ 57.3 ppm,
s22 ¼ 81.2 ppm, s33 ¼ 228 ppm) (10). The coefficient for the DC is
10.74 kHz, with the NH bond distance equal to 1.042 A˚ (10). These numer-
ical values are nontrivial approximations employed to simplify the calcula-
tions (different residues usually have different values of CSA tensors). The
NH bond length used in CHARMM force field is 0.99 A˚ (60).
RESULTS
Interactions between SLN and its environment
Molecular dynamics simulations of SLN embedded in DOPC
bilayer in water were performed for a total of 150 ns.
Fig. 2 A shows the density profile of the lipid bilayer principal
structural groups along the z direction after the initial 4 ns of
MD calculations. The time-average distribution profile for
DOPC bilayer in the presence of SLN corresponds to a typical
liquid crystalline (La) phase (85). Under these conditions, the
lipid bilayer is divided into interfacial and hydrocarbon
regions, with the hydrocarbon center populated by methyl,
methylene, and unsaturated groups of the oleoyl moieties.
The interfacial region, on the other hand, is dominated by
the presence of glycerol, phosphate, and choline groups,
with the water molecule profile intercalating into the bilayer
core up to the unsaturated carbon of the oleoyl moieties (85).
Based on analysis of the primary sequence, SLN displays
the characteristic properties of transmembrane proteins,
including a cluster of hydrophobic residues, charged amino
acids flanking the transmembrane domain, and an aromatic
belt that anchors the protein to the bilayer. To analyze the
distributions of these residues during the MD simulations,
the amino acids were classified as hydrophobic and hydro-philic based on the hydrophobicity profile by Wimley and
White (86).
The distributions of the amino acids within the DOPC
bilayer are reported in Fig. 2, B–D. As expected, the hydro-
phobic amino acids populate the inner core of the membrane
bilayer, whereas the charged residues located at both termini
A
B
C
D
FIGURE 2 (A) Atomic density profiles of the bilayer components along
the bilayer normal. (B–D) Distribution of the centers of mass of the hydro-
philic (B), hydrophobic (C), and aromatic (D) side chains of SLN amino
acids. The partition between hydrophilic and hydrophobic was carried out
according to the hydropathy scale by White and co-workers (86).Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
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FIGURE 3 (A) Snapshot (95 ns) of the SLN N-terminal
portion showing the interactions between N11 with water
molecules. The I3 sidechain points toward the hydrophobic
core. (B) Snapshot of domain Ib showing the hydrogen
bonds formed by T13 and T18 with the SLN backbone
carbonyls of F9 and I14. (C) Snapshot of the C-terminal
domain with cation-p interactions between R27 and W23,
and of the choline group with Y29. (D) Plots of the distance
versus time between g protons of the T13 and T18 side
chains and F9 and I14 carbonyl groups (upper panels),
and of distance r between the R27 side-chain N and the
center of mass of the W23 aromatic ring, and the angle z
between r and the aromatic ring.populate the water/headgroup interfaces. R6 and R27 are
distributed around the interfacial region, forming salt bridges
with the lipid headgroups. T5 (the putative phosphorylation
site of SLN (87)) forms hydrogen bonds with a lipid head-
group near the glycerol/choline group interface. N11 leans
toward the lipid headgroups, making a hydrogen bond with
a water molecule (Fig. 3 A). It is interesting that T13 and
T18 are distributed in the center of the hydrocarbon region
of the lipid bilayer and their polar hydroxyl groups form
hydrogen bonds with the backbone carbonyl groups of F9
and I14, respectively (Fig. 3 B). The propensity of threonine
residues to form hydrogen bonds with the protein backbone
has been pointed out already by Johansson and Lindahl (88).
The aromatic side chains of F9 and F12 located toward the
N-terminus intercalate in the lipid apolar region, keeping
the average orientation of the aromatic rings parallel with
respect to the lipid chains. This configuration is common
for phenylalanine residues of membrane-embedded polypep-
tides and maximizes their packing efficiency within the lipid
membranes (88–90). The tryptophan side chain is located in
the other leaflet of the membrane bilayer, with its polar
indole group directed toward the interfacial region (Fig. 3
C), though it did not form any interactions with the polar
headgroups throughout the simulations. It is interesting
that R27 and W23 seem to be stabilized by cation-p interac-
tions. This is indicated by the close distances of the arginineBiophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662side chain and the centroid of the tryptophan ring (Fig. 3 D).
To calculate these distances, we utilized the convention
described by Nielsen and co-workers (91). Y29 can also
form cation-p interactions with the positively charged
nitrogen atom in the choline group (Fig. 3 C), anchoring
the C-terminus of SLN to the lipid bilayer. Note that these
aromatic residues are believed to be necessary for membrane
localization of SLN in the sarcoplasmic reticulum and for
interaction with SERCA (92).
Structural dynamics and topology of SLN
in lipid bilayers
According to NMR analysis in detergent micelles, SLN can
be partitioned into four dynamic domains: two mobile
termini (N-terminus, 1–6, and C-terminus, 27–31), a short
dynamic helix domain Ib (residues 7–14), and a more rigid
helix domain II (residues 15–26) (7). The structural changes
of SLN throughout the MD simulation were analyzed by
examining the histogram of the RMSDs of each domain as
functions of time (Fig. 4 A). It is apparent that the system
has reached a stable conformation for an extended period
of time during MD simulations. After 10 ns, the SLN back-
bone showed RMSD values fluctuating ~1.6 A˚, indicating
significant structural changes. This is primarily due to the
flexible N-terminus that undergoes significant migrations
MD Simulation of Sarcolipin 3653near the lipid headgroups and converges to a set of stable
configurations. In contrast, the two helical domains, Ib and
II, and the C-terminal portion of the protein are stable
throughout the simulations, with domain Ib slightly more
flexible than domain II. This is consistent with both relaxa-
tion data and solvent-accessibility measurements carried
out using solution NMR in DPC micelles (7).The time-aver-
aged RMS fluctuations (RMSF) for each residue give a more
A
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FIGURE 4 (A) Histograms of the RMSD with respect to time for the SLN
backbone, side chain, and all-atom domains during the MD simulations. (B)
Contribution of the SLN N-terminus, domain Ib, domain II, and the
C-terminus to the RMSD of the side chain. (C) Contribution of the SLN
N-terminus, domain Ib, domain II, and the C-terminus to the RMSD of
the backbone. (D) RMSFs of all atoms, backbone atoms, and side-chain
atoms during the MD simulations.complete picture of the local protein flexibility (Fig. 4 D).
Overall, the RMSF values of the side chains are greater
than those for the backbone atoms, indicating higher flexi-
bility. The side chains for both termini are more flexible
than those in the central portion of SLN, comprising residues
13–20. It is of interest that the side chains for residues in
domain Ib show periodic oscillation, with R6, F9, and F12
displaying greater mobility. In general, it is expected that
longer side chains would display higher RMSF values than
shorter side chains (Ala, Gly). However, residues E7, L8,
L10, and N11, which possess long side chains, show
substantially lower RMSF values relative to those of R6,
F9, and F12. Since these residues are positioned in the
same face of the domain Ib helix, it is possible that one
face of the helix is more dynamic than the other.
To analyze the topology during MD trajectories, the
helical domain of SLN was first considered as a continuous
helix and the topology was analyzed by reporting the
azimuthal angle, r, and the overall tilt angle, q . The SLN
helical axis was defined using the convention described by
Aqvist and co-workers (93). The overall SLN tilt and
azimuthal angles are reported in Fig. 5. As mentioned in
the Methods section, the molecular dynamics carried out
in the implicit solvent resulted in an overall tilt angle of
17  6. After an abrupt initial excursion (during the first
5 ns), the SLN tilt angle oscillates around 28  6. The
calculated tilt is in good agreement with the experimental
data, derived from PISEMA experiments. In fact, from the
structural fitting of the experimental PISA wheel with a static
ideal helix model, it was found that q is 23  2. Note that
the MD simulations were carried out in pure DOPC, whereas
the solid-state NMR experiments were performed with
a mixture of DOPC/DOPE. It has been reported that the
closer packing of the PE causes an increase of bilayer thick-
ness that in turn would cause SLN to tilt <25 (94). In agree-
ment with previous studies (25,95,96), this could cause an
increase in the computed tilt angle of SLN. Although the
MD simulations described here were performed for 150 ns,
this is still short with respect to the timescales probed by
the PISEMA experiments. Improved statistical results may
be obtained by running multiple 150-ns simulations or by
significantly extending the overall computational time.
Finally, the experimental tilt angle was determined using a
limited number of amide sites and an ideal helix to fit the
overall spectral pattern (17).
A parameter important for defining the topology within
lipid bilayers is the azimuthal (or rotation, r) angle of SLN
around its helical axis. The azimuthal angle of a helical
protein in lipid bilayers is an index of the specific interac-
tions occurring between the protein side chains and the lipid
membranes that can be obtained from the PISA wheel
derived from PISEMA experiments (81,97). To calculate r,
we choose the starting configuration of SLN as a reference
frame and use a method similar to that of Killian and Del-
gado (47,48), as depicted in Fig. 5 A. Fig. 5 A shows theBiophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
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value of the azimuthal angle is ~20. After 25 ns, there is
a sharp transition and the angle continues to change mono-
tonically up to an average value of 66. In the last 100 ns
of MD simulations, the azimuthal angle fluctuates around
66. It is noteworthy that the motions of the N-terminal
and C-terminal residues appear to drive the final topological
arrangement of the protein. The change in the azimuthal
angle is more clearly represented in Fig. 6, where the starting
structure, the ending snapshot and the ideal helix model
derived from PISEMA experiments are compared. The start-
ing configuration of the MD calculations rotates ~66 to
reach a configuration almost superimposable on that of the
solid-state NMR model (17). In the initial configuration,
two of the N-terminal hydrophobic residues (M1 and I3)
are unfavorably placed near the polar headgroups, whereas
the two C-terminal tyrosine residues are located in the bulk
water phase. After 60 ns, these residues are embedded into
the headgroup/hydrocarbon interface of the bilayer and
A 
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FIGURE 5 Time evolutions and distribution of the azimuthal (A) and tilt
(B) angles for the entire SLN helix during MD simulations. Descriptions of
the azimuthal angle, r, and tilt angle, q, used for structural analysis are
shown in the upper and lower insets, respectively.Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662remain in this environment throughout the rest of the trajec-
tory. These residues are known to be responsible for the SLN
location in the sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane (92). The
cation-p interaction between R27 and W23 occurs at ~50 ns,
which is concomitant with the transition of the azimuthal
angle from ~20 to ~50. This suggests that together with
the hydrogen bonds formed by the N-terminus with the
lipids, these cation-p interactions may constitute a driving
force for SLN helix rotation. At the same time, the helical
axis of SLN rotates to optimize the exposure of the most
hydrophilic residue side chains (N4, T5, and N11) toward
the lipid polar headgroups. In the last 100 ns of MD simula-
tions, most of the polar residues of the N-terminus are
anchored to the lipid headgroup region, forming electrostatic
interactions to stabilize the SLN topology. The resulting
azimuthal angle is in good agreement with the experimental
results, with the face containing I3, L8, V15, L16, V19, and
I26 pointing toward the sarcoplasmic reticulum lumen (17).
Analysis of fast backbone dynamics
The fast dynamics of the SLN backbone (on the picosecond
to nanosecond timescale) was analyzed by calculating the
generalized order parameter (S2). Since the experimental
data are not available for SLN in lipid bilayers, we compared
the computed S2 value with experimental values obtained in
detergent micelles. The computed and experimental S2 order
parameters are compared in Fig. 7. Although there is good
agreement among experimental and theoretical values for
the helical region of SLN, our simulations show that the
A B C
FIGURE 6 Structure comparison of the starting configuration (A), the
ideal helix model best-fit PISEMA data (B), and the snapshot from the simu-
lation having the average rotation and tilt angle (C). All Ca atoms are shown
in spheres with the Ile, Val, and Leu residues colored blue, green, and
yellow, respectively.
MD Simulation of Sarcolipin 3655terminal residues display higher S2 values than the experi-
mental data. Spin-relaxation data in detergent micelles
revealed four different dynamics regions of SLN, mimicking
the motions of the transmembrane domain of phospholam-
ban (98), the SLN homolog in the cardiac muscle (53,54).
The S2 values obtained from MD simulations are more
uniform, with an average value of 0.89  0.04 from residues
5–30. For comparison, the experimental values show unifor-
mity from residues 7–27 (0.91  0.05). The slight difference
between the calculated and experimental values may be
attributed to the higher fluidity of the micellar environment
causing higher fluctuations in the experiment compared
with the lipid bilayers used in dynamics simulations. A
FIGURE 7 Comparison of the generalized order parameters (S2) for the
amide vectors of SLN obtained from MD simulations (black) and solu-
tion-NMR data in DPC micelles (gray).similar observation was made by Sansom and co-workers,
who compared the dynamics of secondary-structure domains
in both micellar systems and lipid bilayers (99). These
researchers showed that the dynamic flexibility is greater
in a micellar environment than in lipid bilayers, attributing
the differences in mobility to the fast diffusion of detergent
molecules and their reduced packing in the micellar core
with respect to the lipid bilayers. Another important factor
that may cause these discrepancies is the approximations
used to calculate the electrostatic energy in the MD simula-
tion and the lack of polarizable force field.
Analysis of the large-scale dynamics by PCA
The essential dynamics of SLN was determined using the
protein configurations from the MD trajectories from 10 to
150 ns. These structures have been translated and superim-
posed with the initial (reference) structure to remove lateral
diffusional motions. The backbone atoms from these config-
urations were rewritten into a new trajectory file in every
40-ps interval, with which the principal component analysis
was performed using Bio3d (82). The first and second
components (PC1 and PC2) represent the rotation of SLN
around the helix axis and the dynamics of the tilt angle
with respect to the lipid bilayer normal. The third component
(PC3) features a smaller amplitude of rotation of SLN along
the helix axis. PC1 has a larger N-terminal fluctuation than
PC3. The first three principal components represent ~86%
of the overall structural fluctuations of the entire protein
during the MD simulations. In Fig. 8 A, we have projected
the structures of the backbone atoms (N, HN, Ca, C
0, and
O) in the MD trajectories onto the essential space (planes)A
B C
FIGURE 8 PCA of the backbone
atoms of SLN for the last 40 ns of MD
calculations. (A) Projection of PC1/
PC2, PC2/PC3, and PC1/PC3 planes.
(B) The cumulative contribution of the
first 20 principal components to the
overall structural variation. (C) Graphic
representation of the first three principal
components. The arrows indicate the
direction of the structural fluctuations.Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
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FIGURE 9 Simulated CSA and DC values obtained for
residue 25 from MD trajectories of the last 140 ns of simu-
lations. (A) Overlay of the calculated PISEMA spectra from
SLN snapshots taken from MD trajectories. The distribution
of the CSA and DC values is indicated on each axis. (B–D)
Three-dimensional plot showing the distribution of CSA
and DC for residue 25 with no torsion-angle averaging
(B), with 10-ps torsion-angle averaging (C), and with
20-ps torsion-angle averaging (D).defined by PC1/PC2, PC1/PC3, and PC2/PC3. This allows
one to visualize the conformational space sampled during
MD calculations. In the plots of Fig. 8 A, each point repre-
sents one conformation of SLN saved during the MD
simulations, and the density of points is an indication of
the population of conformations sampled in the molecular
dynamics trajectory. The proportion of variance versus the
eigenvalue rank (Fig. 8 B) clearly shows the relative impor-
tance of the different motions, with PC1 accounting for
~59%, PC2 for ~19%, and PC3 for only ~8% of the overall
fluctuations. Since these results are based on 150 ns of MD
simulations they only indicate the essential motions in the
nanosecond timescale. Nevertheless, the PCA analysis
provides a glimpse of the key features of the low-frequency
large-amplitude motions of SLN in lipid bilayers.
Computation of the PISEMA spectra and the effect
of dynamic averaging
To calculate the PISEMA spectra, we used the method
described by Strauss and co-workers (45), where the CSA
and DC values for each residue were back-calculated from
SLN snapshots from the MD trajectories.
When the PISEMA spectra are calculated from instanta-
neous (snapshot) conformations of SLN sampled during
every 1-ps interval during the MD simulation, each amide
site gives rise to a wide distribution of both CSA and DC,
as illustrated in Fig. 9 A. This has also been found in the
simulation carried out by Straus and co-workers (45,46),
who suggested that the fast motions of the amide vectors
(libration, etc.) affect the appearance of the computed spec-
trum. The spread of the CSA and DC values around theBiophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662average values for each site approaches an anisotropic
Gaussian distribution with a distinct maximum (Fig. 9 B).
To illustrate the effects of fast motions involving the amide
hydrogen, we performed a series of short-time averages of
the out-of-plane torsion angle of the peptide plane at
different time intervals, and we found that using this
approach, it is possible to reduce the thermal noise caused
by the fast dynamics of the amide vector during the MD
simulations. Depicted in Fig. 9, C and D, are the results
for residue 25 that were obtained using the average amide
vector at 10- and 20-ps intervals, respectively. This short-
time average of fast motions reduces the original data points
(Fig. 9 B) from 140,000 to 14,000 (Fig. 9 C) and 7000
(Fig. 9 D) for 10- and 20-ps intervals, respectively. We found
that conformation averaging over time periods >20 ps does
not further narrow the distribution significantly.
The calculated PISEMA spectrum and the agreement
between experimental and theoretical DC and CSA are
shown in Fig. 10. The agreement between the experimental
and calculated CSA and DC is good. However, the computed
average CSA and DC values are somewhat smaller than
those experimentally determined, corresponding to a larger
tilt angle of SLN. The calculated PISEMA spectrum shows
a distinct PISA wheel pattern, although the distribution of
DC and CSA data around the average value is greater than
the line widths obtained experimentally. The average stan-
dard deviations (error bars) between experiment and theory
are 15.8  4.2 ppm for CSA and 1.6  0.4 kHz for DC.
We also tested the agreement between experimental and
calculated data using different CSA tensor values taken
from the work of Wu et al. (84) (tensor 1), Straus et al.
(45) (tensor 2), and Page et al. (10) (tensor 3). Fig. 11 shows
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FIGURE 10 (A) Full PISEMA spectrum for all of the
amide sites of SLN from the last 140 ns of the simulation
using 10 torsion-angle averaging. Note that the error
bars indicate the standard deviations of the values. (B)
Average positions from A are shown, with labels corre-
sponding to residue number. The resonances are connected
using dotted lines to show the regular PISA wheel for the
SLN helix. (C and D) Correlation of experimental and
calculated CSA (C) and DC (D) for Leu, Ile, and Val only.the calculation of the PISEMA patterns using the three
tensors. The different values of the CSA tensors have little
effect on the average CSA values calculated from the MD
trajectories. As previously mentioned, the systematic devia-
tions observed for both CSA and DC values from the experi-
mental values could be due to the use of different lipids,
hydration levels, etc. (i.e., bilayer thickness) in the experi-
ments and in the MD simulations (94).
To understand the effects of slow motions on the calcu-
lated PISEMA spectra, we used PCA analysis to probe the
low-frequency motions during the MD trajectories. Using
the principal-component vectors, we projected the essential
motions in the PISEMA plane. Fig. S1, A–D, in the Support-
ing Material, shows the effects of the three main mode of
motion as identified by the PCA analysis on the back-
calculated PISEMA spectra. For clarity, we eliminated theresidues corresponding to the two termini, which are the
most mobile, and focused on the analysis of the residues in
the helical portion of the PISEMA spectra. The combination
of the PCA components is reported in Fig. 12. We have also
investigated the effects of mosaic spread (i.e., spatial distri-
bution of conformations) on the PISEMA experiments.
The mosaic spread was calculated using a uniform distribu-
tion of angles according to the method suggested by Cross
and co-workers (44). We modeled the effects of spatial distri-
bution around 4, 10, and 20. It was interesting to find that
the 10 mosaic spread (Fig. 12 B) would have an effect on
the linewidths similar to that generated by the combined
essential motions (PC1, PC2, and PC3 (Fig. 12 A)). This
suggests that a spatial distribution of the polypeptide confor-
mations >10 would be the dominating factor in the observ-
able linewidths.A B 
D C FIGURE 11 Effects of different values of the CSA
tensors on the calculated PISEMA spectra. Values were ob-
tained from Wu et al. (84) for tensor 1 (red), from Straus
et al. (45) for tensor 2 (black), and from Page et al. (10)
for tensor 3 (blue). Tensor 1, s11 ¼ 64, s22 ¼ 77, s33 ¼
217, nk ¼ 9.75 kHz; tensor 2, s11 ¼ 56.3, s22 ¼ 79, s33 ¼
224, nk ¼ 10.05 kHz; tensor 3, s11 ¼ 57.3, s22 ¼ 81.2,
s33¼ 228,nk¼10.74 kHz. Error bars are omitted for clarity.Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
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FIGURE 12 (A) Simulated contours of different residues
using combined principal-component trajectories. (B)
Simulated contour of 10 mosaic spread of protein orienta-
tion around the average position.DISCUSSION
Molecular dynamics simulations at the molecular level have
reached a state of sophistication such that it is possible to
reproduce the physical chemical properties of proteins and
membranes and, at the same time, to describe the details of
protein-lipid interactions (100). In particular, MD calcula-
tions have been utilized to interpret and predict solid-state
NMR parameters derived from membrane proteins reconsti-
tuted in oriented lipid bilayers such as 2H quadrupolar
couplings, 15N and 13C CSA and DC (63,101–104). For
instance, Cross and co-workers applied a combined MD/
NMR approach to obtain the first high-resolution structure
of a membrane protein in lipid bilayers (105).
Subsequently, Roux and co-workers applied this
combined MD/NMR approach to understand the structural
dynamics of several other membrane proteins and peptides
in various lipid environments (101,104). More recently,
MD simulations have been used with success to study the
structural dynamics and membrane interactions of antimicro-Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662bial peptides (106,107). From these studies emerged excel-
lent agreements between experimental and calculated NMR
parameters (CSA and DC), which made it possible to repro-
duce the topologies and lipid interactions of these
membrane-embedded polypeptides.
Recent reports (47,48), however, have pointed out that
dynamic averaging of 2H quadrupolar couplings can cause
substantial errors in the calculation of the tilt and azimuthal
angles of small transmembrane peptides, suggesting that 15N
CSA and DC obtained from separated-local-field experi-
ments would provide more accurate values of these angles.
This view contrasts with a recent article from Koeppe and
co-workers showing that the interpretation of 15N CSA and
DC and the quadrupolar couplings obtained from the
GALA approach produce the same structural topology
(49). However, protein dynamics affects the appearance of
the NMR spectra. In a recent MD simulation study, Straus
and co-workers concluded that dynamics affects the appear-
ance and the interpretation of CSA and DC on both helical
and b-barrel membrane proteins (45,46).
MD Simulation of Sarcolipin 3659To analyze the effects of dynamic averaging on helical
polypeptides, the dynamics of SLN were characterized using
150 ns of MD simulations in explicit DOPC lipid bilayer.
This small membrane protein has been extensively studied
in both SDS and DPC micelles (7,52). In addition, its topo-
logical orientation (tilt and azimuthal angles) was determined
in DOPC/DOPE lipid bilayers by solid-state NMR (17).
From the analysis of the MD trajectories, we found that
SLN maintains its helical conformation throughout the simu-
lations, with both termini adopting a more helical structure
than experimentally observed in both DPC and SDS
(7,52). This can be attributed to the membrane environment
that stabilizes the SLN secondary structure more than the
micellar environment does. This prediction awaits for an
experimental validation.
It was interesting to find that T13 and T18 are positioned
in the hydrocarbon region of the membrane bilayers. In the
monomeric form of SLN that we have studied by MD simu-
lations, these residues are hydrogen-bonded with the poly-
peptide backbone for SLN. However, they might be crucial
for SLN oligomerization at high protein/lipid ratios (108)
and for ion-conducting activity we recently measured in
mercury-supported lipid bilayers (109). Taken with previous
studies on micelles and liposomes (108), these data support
the hypothesis that SLN is able to form ion-conducting pores
permeable to small inorganic anions such as chloride, phos-
phate, or sulfate and impermeable to cations such as sodium
and potassium (109).
The topology of SLN converges and oscillates around
average values that are in close agreement with those deter-
mined using solid-state NMR. If the main driving force for
SLN solubilization by the lipid bilayer is the hydrophobic
mismatch, these simulations clearly show that both the
N- and C-terminal residues determine the rotation (azimuthal)
angle. These conclusions agree with previous work carried
out by Di Nola and colleagues with model membrane
proteins embedded in implicit membrane environments
(110). However, simulations in explicit membrane environ-
ment converge into a slightly different topology for SLN.
Previous studies using Monte Carlo folding and an implicit
generalized Born membrane reported that SLN is less helical
with a tilt angle of 16  8 (111). Indeed, using CHARMM
and implicit model membranes, we obtained approximately
the same result (q ¼ 17  6). In a similar way, Brooks
and co-workers found for the fd coat protein only a semi-
quantitative agreement between solid-state NMR data and
MD simulations when using replica-exchange molecular
dynamics and the implicit-membrane generalized Born
model (112). In that work, the simulations of SLN in explicit
DOPC bilayer resulted in tilt and azimuthal angles in closer
accord with those determined experimentally. This empha-
sizes the importance of specific interactions between the
explicit lipid membrane and SLN.
In agreement with a previous MD study by Straus and
co-workers (45), our simulations show that fast dynamics(on the picosecond to nanosecond timescale) of the amide
backbone sites dramatically affects the appearance of back-
calculated PISEMA spectra, resulting in broad distributions
of peaks, which makes it difficult to observe regular PISA
wheels (45). These fast fluctuations involving the amide
hydrogen (such as amide libration motion) are more rapid
then the time resolution of the PISEMA experiments. We
found that the fast fluctuations can be largely filtered out
by averaging the torsion angle of the amide out-of-plane
mode over 10- to 20-ps intervals along the MD trajectory.
As a result, it is possible to match the experimental results
and obtain reasonably regular oscillatory patterns for both
CSA and DC (i.e., the PISA wheel).
To understand the effects of the low-frequency, large-
amplitude motions characterized by essential component
motions, we projected the PC1, PC2, and PC3 trajectories
onto the PISEMA spectra. We found that these slow dynami-
cal modes have a pronounced effect on the back-calculated
values of DC and CSA values, exhibiting narrower spectral
lines than those obtained from the full dynamics. As for
the fast amide-vector dynamics, these motions are also
much faster than the timescale of the PISEMA experiments,
which are also averaged out under experimental conditions
(i.e., slow and fast dynamics are rapid compared to the
time resolution of the PISEMA experiment). We also
compared the effects of protein dynamics with the mosaic
spread. For SLN, we concluded that a spatial distribution
of conformations of >10 would dominate the observable
linewidths.
Although both dynamics and spatial distribution affect the
linewidths, the average values computed by CSA and DC for
SLN oscillate with 3.6 periodicity according to its helical
conformation (30,83,113,114). It is noteworthy that the
slight bend that the MD predicts for SLN causes a slight
deviation in the wheel pattern (Fig. 10) at residues 7–14,
whereas residues 15–26 follow the canonical PISA wheel
with a pitch of ~3.6 residues per turn. This indicates that
the most rigid portion of SLN on average assumes a helical
conformation that is close to ideal. This is in agreement with
the uniformity and ideality of strongly hydrogen-bonded
transmembrane polypeptides proposed by Cross and
co-workers (15,115).
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the MD simulations of SLN in explicit DOPC
lipid membranes show that the topology of this small trans-
membrane protein converges to that experimentally deter-
mined by solid-state NMR in oriented lipid bilayers, with
similar tilt and azimuthal (rotational) angles. From the MD
trajectories, it is possible to back-calculate PISEMA spectra
(CSA and DC for each amide site), which are in good agree-
ment with the experimental results. The fast and slow
motions (picosecond to millisecond) are rapid compared to
the time resolution of the PISEMA experiment, and areBiophysical Journal 96(9) 3648–3662
3660 Shi et al.averaged out. As a consequence, the back-calculated spectra
of the helical portion of SLN from the MD trajectory reveal
the classical PISA wheel pattern. This demonstrates that MD
trajectories can reproduce the topology of single-pass
membrane proteins and can be used to predict and help in
the interpretation of solid-state NMR data.
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